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John 8:2-11 

 

For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 
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of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 
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us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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For this whole series “Falling Short,” we’re taking a look not only at the certainty with 

which we will fall short in all the expectations that are set before us, whether they’re religious or 

social or familial or professional or whatever, and how grace not only frees us from feeling 

bound to those expectations, but also how grace sends us forward and redeems the very work we 

do, redirects it, gives it purpose, or rather gives it the proper purpose, the right purpose. Last 

week we looked at how this “rich young man” in Matthew 19 had, it appears, been so 

accustomed to being able to achieve whatever goal that was set before him that when the only 

answer was grace, that is, something he couldn’t himself earn, it made him sad. We talked about 

how there are two claims about the love of God, and how for every person, one of them bothers 

us more. The first: “There is nothing you can do to make God love you more.” And that was 

where the rich young man fell: no matter what he did, no matter what he was able to achieve, 

there was nothing he could do with all his ability, all his resources, all his will that could bring 

him more into God’s favor. And we talked last week about how many of us fall in that category: 

that it bothers us to think that we can’t get ahead in the ways of God just by our own effort and 

talent or innate worth.  

 But then this week, we’ll look at the second half of it, the one that says, “There is nothing 

you can do that would make God love you less.” For some of us, that really doesn’t sit well, 

whether it’s for ourselves, or for someone we know. Will you pray with me? 

 

 Holy God, for the Word spoken and heard today, may it not be mine but yours. 

Amen. 

 

 Some of you may have heard this story in Scripture before, or at the very least many of 

you may be familiar with what is probably the most well-known verse from this story. I’m 

talking about v. 7, Jesus’s poignant response and challenge to the scribes and Pharisees, “Let 

anyone among you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her,” or in many circles 

phrased, “Let anyone without sin cast the first stone.” That teaching is often held up as this 

hallmark, this caution against casting judgment against another person. And that’s a very good 

thing to hold up, that we shouldn’t be so quick to condemn someone else while we ourselves 

aren’t exactly in a state of pristine purity.  

 But as well-known and as right as that teaching is, “Let anyone without sin cast the first 

stone,” sure doesn’t stop us sometimes, does it? I mean sure there’s the impolite way to go about 

it, and that’s just the straight-up condemnation of another person for something they did—that’s 

one way—but socially that can come across as sanctimonious or self-righteous. It’s frowned 

upon, so we don’t really do anything that overt. But what we will do is silently think to 

ourselves, gosh I’m glad I’m not like them. 

 There’s an old Jeff Foxworthy joke—some of y’all know Jeff Foxworthy right? Of the 

“You might be a redneck” fame. Comedian whose biggest catchphrase was a series of one-liners 
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helping folks determine whether you were a redneck. For example, “If an episode of Walker, 

Texas Ranger changed your life, you might be a redneck.” And if you’ve ever listened to one of 

his stand-ups, he’ll go on for a while on how to tell if you’re a redneck or not. It’s all in good 

fun, and some of them you hear and you think, “Whew, well, definitely not me.”  But then for 

others like, “If you’ve ever had a working television sitting on top of your non-working 

television,” might hit a bit close to home. Or even, “If you’ve ever opened a beer during a 

eulogy, you might be a redneck.” 

 Y’all get the point. Foxworthy lifts up these absurd situations, and for most of them, it’s 

more, “That’s just ridiculous, and it’s kind of funny.” And I’m not taking a dig at Jeff 

Foxworthy. It’s all in good fun. He’s a man of faith himself too for that matter. But it’s not hard, 

if you’re not careful, to slip into thinking that you’re glad you’re not like the folks he’s 

describing. 

 For example, in one bit, he’s talking about his dysfunctional family and strange relatives, 

but then he adds, just as a point of reassurance, “If you ever start feeling like you have the 

goofiest, craziest, most dysfunctional family in the world” and for some of us, that’s what it feels 

like, right? “all you have to do is go to a state fair. Because five minutes at the fair, you’ll be 

going, ‘You know, we’re alright. We are dang near royalty.’” And then he goes on to describe 

some of the strange characters you might run into at a state fair. Point being, by comparison to 

those odd folks, you’re doing okay. You feel pretty good about yourself. 

 Again, I’m not knocking Foxworthy. I just think he’s tapping into something that many 

of us can slip into: that game of comparison, or thinking to ourselves, “Well, at least I’m not like 

them.” 

 That is something of the game that is being played here in this passage by the scribes and 

Pharisees when they bring a woman before Jesus in the temple court. This woman, the text tells 

us in v. 4, had been caught in the act of adultery. Interestingly they don’t bring the other party as 

well, since presumably if she had been caught, there was someone else there as well, and it 

makes you wonder, “Hmm, why did they only drag her out into the temple court and bring only 

her to Jesus?”  

 Well, they kind of show their cards in what they do next. They say to Jesus, “Teacher, 

this woman was caught in the very act of committing adultery. Now in the law Moses 

commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” Never mind that that’s a really 

selective reading of Jewish law to say that, namely that it conveniently ignores that both parties 

should be judged so, but what they wanted to do was trap Jesus between either being cruel to this 

woman or lax on the law. Jesus quickly diffuses the situation, upholding the law but also 

challenging these hypocrites by saying those words you might already be familiar with, “Let 

anyone who is without sin cast the first stone.” At that challenge, they all walk away, leaving 

Jesus and the woman in the temple court. 

 When we read this story, we typically put ourselves into one of two places. The first 

place is in the place of the woman, the one caught in the act of adultery. And the second is in the 

place of the Pharisees. Did you notice a funny thing about the woman throughout almost the 

entire story? We don’t hear from her at all until the end. She’s dragged out by the scribes and 

Pharisees, placed before Jesus and before the crowd he was teaching, her sin announced publicly, 

and we don’t hear from her at all until everyone else has left. The scribes and Pharisees are using 

her as a prop to try to trap Jesus. They’re not seeking justice or adherence to the law. Their 

motives aren’t pure, to say the least, but their motives don’t change the fact that this woman had 

erred. She’s silent nearly the entire time, and I think it’s safe to say that in this public 
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humiliation, skewed though her accusers’ motives were, she was feeling lower than low and just 

wanted to disappear. 

 A friend of mine had endured something similar. I can’t name specifics, but this friend 

had also made his share of mistakes, abusive behavior toward women, substance abuse, 

alienating friends and family, and at one point, when he felt he had hit rock bottom, as the saying 

goes, he confided that he didn’t see how anyone could love him again, that all that he had done 

had disqualified him from ever being loved. You know what he had forgotten, or had just not 

been shown or told? That no matter what he had done, no matter how many he had wronged, no 

matter how many bridges had been burned, there was nothing he could do to make God love him 

less. 

 He was looking for some kind of word of comfort, some word of affirmation, but at the 

time I could not give it. You see, when he had shared with me some of the things he had done, it 

made my blood boil, to the point that when I could easily see that he was in emotional and 

spiritual pain, I thought, well he deserves it. What he’s done is horrible. And I remember 

thinking, I may have my problems, but at least I’m not like him.  

 And you know what I forgot in that exchange, what I had completely lost sight of? No 

matter how much I disapproved of what he had done, no matter how enraged his wrongs may 

have made me, there was nothing he could do to make God love him less. 

 That’s how we work sometimes, isn’t it? We either think that we ourselves are so far 

gone that we are beyond saving, that we are a lost cause, or we think that about somebody else. 

And for those of us in that frame of mind, it can be downright scandalous to even suppose that 

something like grace exists for those who have fallen short.  

 But such is the promise of falling short: that a day comes when we are faced with our 

failure and we think, how could anyone accept us now, how could anyone love us now? And to 

that our Lord says, as he did to the woman in the temple court, “Neither do I condemn you.” 

 That’s what our response to anyone else should be too, but too often, when we’re on the 

other side of it, we think like the Pharisees, “You’ve done wrong. You should feel bad. At least 

I’m not like you.” We don’t think of another person in terms of, “There is nothing they could do 

to make God love them less.”  

 So much of this series is obviously about falling short, about what we do about failure, 

about sin, about our shortcomings. And one thing is certain: we will fall short; we will fail in 

whatever it is we’re trying to do, trying to accomplish. Sure we might score some wins here and 

there, but in the totality of our lives, we will fall short, we will do wrong. And we’ll know others 

who will fail and fall short and do wrong as well.  

 Too often, though, in the midst of our failings, we will think ourselves and others as 

beyond reach, used up, unforgivable, and we can barely bear to even look at ourselves in the 

mirror.  

 But it is into that world that the good news of our Lord speaks, “Neither do I condemn 

you.” And that word comes not with a glossing over of what has been wronged. Rather it comes 

with the exhortation to go and sin no more. 

 But it’s also a caution against others of us who may be too eager to write someone off, to 

use them as a comparison to make ourselves feel better, to puff ourselves better. At least I’m not 

like them.  

 But what would change if instead of judgment in our hearts, when we looked at ourselves 

in the mirror or when we looked upon someone who had truly fallen short, and said, “There is 

nothing you can do to make God love you less”? Might change a lot. Imagine looking at 
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someone who had betrayed you in the deepest way and saying, “There is nothing they can do to 

make God love them less.” Imagine looking at someone who had committed the most heinous 

crime you can imagine and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” 

Imagine looking at someone whose views, opinions, and actions run completely counter to your 

own and saying, “There is nothing they can do to make God love them less.” Imagine looking at 

yourself after the greatest failure of your life and saying, “There is nothing you can do to make 

God love you less.” 

 The thing is, no matter who you look at, yourself or someone else, you are looking at 

someone the Lord loves, you are looking at someone over whom the Lord said, “Neither do I 

condemn you, now go and sin no more.” If only we looked at ourselves and at others with the 

same grace, a grace that picks up and sends out, how different would the world look then? 

 In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 

  


